**Top and Back Pattern**
Stack Cut So They Will Be Identical
Panels and pieces cut from 1/4” birch plywood

Cut these two pieces out to later glue on the top of trigger

Drill 3/4” hole in the top panel to insert coin.

---

**Center Pieces**

**Top of Trigger**

SIDES PANELS
Trigger should slide along this groove formed by the side panels

SIDES PANELS
Sandwich the panels and glue to top and back panels

Cut Off Here

---

**PENNY SHOOTER**

After you have assembled and glued all of the pieces, insert the trigger into the slot. Put a rubber band on either side of the panels (see images), and you are ready to go. Drop a penny in the hole on top. Pull back the trigger so that the coin drops into place. Release the trigger to shoot the coin out the end of the shooter.
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